Aspex, Portsmouth
We sit in the high ceiling room that in its thick set walls still
shows signs of its naval heritage. It is now a light and airy
space with artwork on the walls. Jo Bushnell, the Director is
talking in animated terms about the plans the team has for
the building to take it into its next transformation. The draft
architect plans are not giving enough of a sense of the
possibilities so we physically walk round the building and Jo
explains the new flexibility they are hoping to create. This
will take them a step closer to the creative hub ideal Aspex
has been pursuing for the last five years.

Aspex has been through
a process of reviewing
and refining its vision and
mission, changing its
organisational design,
building new
partnerships, testing new
models of programming,
and reinventing its retail
offer.

Aspex opened its doors as a gallery in 1981 in a converted chapel
in the Southsea area of Portsmouth, it was established by artist
members of Art Space Portsmouth. Aspex Visual Arts Trust Ltd
was then formed in 1991. Artists and creative practice have been
central to the organisation since its inception. The chapel was
remodelled several times but eventually it was clear that Aspex had
grown too big for its original home and a new opportunity came up
within the commercial development of Gunwharf Quays. Aspex
relocated to a converted naval storehouse in 2006 and it is from
this base it has continued to support emerging artists and to
develop audiences for contemporary visual art.
In 2011 Aspex was one of a number of arts organisations to learn
its funding from Arts Council England was to be reduced by over
50% this was to be followed by a 40% reduction in its grant from
Portsmouth City Council. These events triggered a major
organisational review and rethink of the future direction of the
organisation. Reflecting on this very difficult period Jo likens it to
Aspex going into shock but at the same time having to make some
very difficult decisions and take action.
Since then Aspex has been through a process of reviewing and
refining its vision and mission, changing its organisational design,
building new partnerships, testing new models of programming,
and reinventing its retail offer. As Jo points out the path of change
is never straightforward and even though they had a clear plan
during this period the unforeseen always emerges - several
established members of the team left, new staff joined in different
roles, the catering offer tried various models but remained
uneconomic, several staff went on maternity leave and the financial
challenges were ever present.
Like many other arts organisations Aspex’s original business
model was based primarily on hidden subsidy, that is public
funding from Arts Council England and the local authority covered
the majority of the organisation’s running costs allowing for the
provision of low cost or free services at the point of use. These
services included a public exhibition programme, support for
artists, a participatory programme and special projects.
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As this level of public funding changed Aspex focused on four
areas to develop a new business model: revitalising the
programme; increasing trading income; making the building work
more effectively; and bringing more people into the building. These
have remained consistent throughout the period even though the
emphasis and priorities may have changed.
The business model now has three strands1: hidden subsidy for
core activity (50%); hidden subsidy for projects (17%); direct selling
(33% - includes catering, building hire, crafts retail, engagement
activity, investments and donors). A fourth strand of ‘shared
income’ is being developed in terms of a new catering offer that is
provided by a social enterprise organisation that shares the Aspex
ethos.
Aspex focused on four areas
to develop a new business
model: revitalising the
programme; increasing
trading income; making the
building work more
effectively; and bringing
more people into the
building.

Jo acknowledges that the vision was only partially formed as they
moved into implementing the new business plan but time was not
on their side and action was needed. Later into the process Kaos
Pilots were brought in to help and while it was a challenge the new
vision was created:
Aspex exists to support emerging artists, expose the creative
process, and engage new audiences with visual art.
This vision now drives everything Aspex does and its clarity has
helped strengthen the work of the staff and board. The initial ideas
for changes to the programme were primarily owned by staff that
left during the period and as such this has been through a number
of iterations. However, the framework established by the vision has
helped the new staff shape both the exhibition and participatory
programmes.
The building has been refocused over the last five years, which was
both symbolic of the changes being implemented and a driver for
income generation. It has taken some time to re-imagine how the
building could be used differently but it now genuinely supports the
creative hub ethos and provides rental income of some £2,400
p.c.m. Straight hiring of the building was more complicated and less
financially beneficial than anticipated as it was harder to recoup
staff costs and there is a lot of competition in the city.
What are some of the lessons learnt from this process of change?
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Although it is widely understood in theory significant change
takes time and our expectations in practice do not always match
what is feasible
The vision is important but you cannot always have the clarity
you want or need at the outset. You still have to take the first
steps and keep working towards it

Source: 2014/15 Statutory Accounts
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Partnerships are vital because they open up new areas you
may not have considered, the broader you can make these
partnerships the better
The process can be very painful at times and support networks
internally and externally are important
Thinking back, some elements of our original plan worked
well and some didn’t, but we had to make the shift. My
advice would be you have to have a clear vision, it took us a
while to develop ours, and with a small team you can’t
change everything at once. So don’t beat yourself up if you
can’t deliver on everything at the same time. Put your best
foot forward and get out there!

My advice would be you
have to have a clear vision,
it took us a while to
develop ours, and with a
small team you can’t
change everything at
once.
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